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Proceedings, Trustees Bowlings Green State University May 10, 1991 June 28, 1991 
REPORTS - CONSTITUENT REPRESENTATIVES (Continued) 
John Laskey Inquired about the type of courses being offered by the competition and the age group being 
drawn. Dr. Bauer responded that they are courses for specific undergraduate degree programs. FIrelands draws 
a good number of students right out of high school, but also draws nontradltlonal students — adults who may 
have been married, had one or two children, and divorced -- who are being competed for In the market. 
President Olscamp clarified the university's position. This Issue has been reviewed frequently through 
the vears. Many of the Institutions mentioned previously are private schools, and they do not have to follow 
the same regulations for course and degree offerings that we do through the Ohio Board of Regents. We are 
controlled In our ability to do that. The University Is aware of the Increasing competition. The Issue Is 
whether FIrelands Is ultimately going to be a four-year college campus. That question Is a very complIcated, 
long-range one. 
Presentation of Undergraduate Student Government Outstanding SerYlce Award,. 
Student Trustee and former Undergraduate Student Government President Kevin Cough I In presented the 
1990-91 Undergraduate Student Government President's Outstanding Service Award to Dr. Phi Ilp Mason, Vice 
President for University Relations, In recognition of his service to and his valuable role In the progress of 
the University. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Chairman Newlove announced that Spring Commencement Is Saturday, May 11 and the next Board of Trustees 
meetlnq Is scheduled for Friday, June 28, 1991. a ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting was adjourned at 11:30 a.m. 
President Secretary 
I 
Bowling Green State University 
June 28, 1991 
I 
I 
Notice having been given In accordance with the Board of Trustees Bylaws, the following members met In the 
Assembly Room of McFall Center, Bowling Green Campus on June 28, 1991: Richard A. Newlove, Chairman; Nick J. 
Mlletl, Vice Chairman; C. Ellen Connally, John A. Laskey; G. 0. Herbert Moorehead, Jr.; Thomas W. Noe; 
Christine M. Senack.  John C. Mahaney, Jr.; G. Ray Medlln, Jr.; and Virginia B. Platt were not present. 
Also present were President Paul J. Olscamp; Lester E. Barber, Executive Assistant to the President and 
Secretary to the Board; Leigh Chlarelott, Chair, Faculty Senate, and Faculty Representative to the Board; 
Michael Sears, 1991-92 Undergraduate Student Representative to the Board; Arnold Mllefchlk, 1991-92 FIrelands 
College Representative to the Board; Gregg DeCrane, 1990-91 Administrative Staff Representative to the Board; 
Kathy Enlnger, 1990-91 Classified Staff Representative to the Board; Elolse E. Clark, Vice President for 
Academic Affairs; J. Christopher Dalton, Vice President for Planning and Budgeting; Mary M. Edmonds, Vice 
President for Student Affairs; Robert L. Martin, Vice President for Operations; Philip R. Mason, Vice President 
for University Relations; Gaylyn J. Finn, Treasurer; media representatives; and a number of observers. 
Chairman Newlove called the meeting to order at 10:10 a.m.; the Board Secretary called the roll and 
announced that a quorum was present (six Trustees). 
MINUTES 
Motion was made by Judge Connally and seconded by Mr. Moorehead that the minutes of the meeting of May 
10, 1991, be approved as written. The motion carried. 
Mr. Newlove welcomed Mr. Noe to the University Board of Trustees. He also reported that the Board of 
Trustees met for approximately 15 hours this past Wednesday and Thursday In a retreat, as Is customary from 
time to time. The retreat was held on campus and Included a review and discussion of all levels of the 
University — where they should be and where they're going. The Trustees also discussed the economic situation 
facing the university. 
PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
Introductions 
Governor George Volnovlch has appointed Mr. Thomas Noe of Sylvanla to a nine-year term on the Bowling 
Green State University Board of Trustees effective Immediately. Mr. Noe replaces Mrs. Ann Russell whose term 
expired this year. Mr. Noe Is President of Numismatic Investments. He was reared In Bowling Green and 
attended the University. He Is a member of both the Toledo and Sylvanla chambers of commerce and Is chairman 
of the Board of Lourdes College. He Is a member of the board of the St. Vincent Medical Center Foundation and 
of the Board of Regents of the Catholic University of America In Washington, D.C. We welcome Tom to the Board 
and look forward to working with him In the months and years ahead. 
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT (Continued) 
Althouah Mr David Harper was not able to be In attendance at the last Board meeting, many of you have 
already met htm. David is the new President of the Graduate Student Senate. He is also a graduate student In 
our Psychology Department (Experimental Psychology). Mike Sears, the President of the Undergraduate Student 
Government, was Introduced to you at the last meeting. 
Dr Josh Kaplan, Director of Health Services, Is the new chair of the Administrative Staff Council and Mr. 
Roger Swope, Coordinator of Security Services, Is the new chair of the Classified Staff Council. 
Within the personnel changes for Board consideration this morning is the appointment of Dr. Thomas Erekson 
as the new Dean of the College of Technology. Dr. Erekson is presently chair of the Department of Industrial, 
Technological, and Occupational Education at the University of Maryland. He will begin his new duties August 1 
and replaces Dr. Jerry Stretchier who Is returning to teaching. 
Fall Semester 1991 Update 
To date, we have received 8,701 applications from freshmen seeking admission to the 1991 Fall Semester and 
offered admission to 6,543 (approximately 75$) of these app11 cants. This represents a decrease of 518 or 
-5 62$ in the number of applications and an Increase of 68 or 1.05$ In the number of offers of admission from 
the comparable time last year. Transfer applications currently number 1030, which refects a decrease of 27 
or -2.6$. Offers of admission for the Fall Semester have been made to 672 transfer applicants, 
117 or 14.83$ from the comparable time last year. 
a decrease of 
Graduate College 
For the reporting period July I, 1990 through May 31, 1991, 3,871 new graduate applIcations were 
received. This represents an Increase of 5$, or 180 applications more than the same reporting period In 1990. 
Within the two major application categories, 3,003 applications were received for degree programs. This 
Indicates an Increase of 183 or 6$ while applications for non-degree programs (868) decreased by 3. 
Summer 1991 Registration Update 
As of June 21 1991, 6,287 registrations have been received for the Main Campus for the Summer Term, 
1991. Compared to the June 20, 1990 figures of 6,390, this is a decrease of 103. The Flrelands Campus had 398 
registrations for Summer Term 1991 compared to 406 registrations for Summer 1990, representing a decrease of 
8. Extension programs had 549 registrations for Summer 1991, an Increase of 238 from a year ago at that time. 
Grants and Contracts Awarded 
The comparative numbers for grants and contracts for July 1 through May 31, fiscal year to date are as 
follows: 
Total special grants and contracts for 1989-90  = $7,101,937.67 and for 1990-91 = S7.857,619.94. 
Total of all grants and contracts for 1989-90   = $13,764,516.67 and for 1990-91 = $14,373,750.59. 
These totals Include all student aid grants. 
Center for Quality. Measurement and Automation 
The College of Technology has created a $3 million Center for Quality, Measurement and Automation that 
should provide a big boost to northwest Ohio Industry. Funded equally by Bowling Green, the Edison Industrial 
Systems Center and business and Industry contributors, the Center will offer highly sophisticated precision and 
measurement capabilities to Ohio manufacturers. The equipment, supplied by Brown and Sharpe, Digital Equipment 
Corporation, Hurco Manufacturing and DeVllblss Co., will help Ohio businesses meet stricter Industry 
measurement standards and enable them to be more competitive. The Center will be particularly helpful to small 
companies. This Is an exciting development at Bowling Green and one which, I am sure, you will hear more about 
as the Center adds different capabilities. 
Student Academic Honors 
Bowling Green State University has named 2,382 students to its spring semester Dean's List for achieving 
grade point averages of 3.5 or better on a 4.0 scale. Of those named to the Dean's List, 641 students earned 
perfect stralght-A averages. That figure Includes 315 seniors, 179 Juniors, 135 sophomores and 12 freshmen. 
To be considered for recognition, students must be enrolled In a minimum of 12 graded hours of courses. The 
students honored represent 14 percent of the University undergraduate student body. They also represent 76 of 
Ohio's 88 counties, two dozen states and eight foreign countries. 
I would like to share with you a couple of academic honors In our Intercollegiate athletic areas. We 
often hear of athletic achievements In the media, but academic honors sometimes go unnoticed, or they simply do 
not get the media coverage they deserve. In the Mid-American Conference, 163 BGSU student athletes earned a 
spot on the Honor Roll list (3.0 or better cumulative GPA or 3.5 GPA or better In the fall semester). 
In addition, BGSU had two of the top student athletes under consideration for the Bob James Memorial 
Award, the highest academic honor the conference awards. Senior distance runner Mary Louise Zurbuch was one of 
the five female candidates for the $1,000 scholarship that goes to the winner. Senior tight end Pat Jackson was 
named the male winner of the James Award. Jackson, a three-time Academic All-American (twice first team) and 
three-time academic AII-MAC selection, has a 3.97 GPA in business administration with a concentration In 
production and procurement. Jackson's selection for the James Award gives BGSU a recipient of the award In two 
of the three years the award has existed. 
These are but a few of the academic honors for our athletes, but the record certainly demonstrates the 
fine standing of our athletes among the other schools relative to academic accomplishments. It Is also an 
Indication of the fine Job being done by our faculty and our intercollegiate athletic staff. 
International Education 
In May, I signed an agreement with the Mendeleyev Chemical Institute In Moscow specifying terms of an 
annual exchange of students. In the same month, the University hosted a visit by the Rektor of the University 
of Alcala de Henares, Madrid, Spain, and the Director of the Center for North Amertcan Studies there. A draft 
version of an agreement for the annual exchange of students was developed during the meeting. Also, I have 
recently visited the Unlversldad Autonoma de Guadalajara along with Professor Rolando Andrade to discuss 
opportunities for cooperation and exchange between our two universities. Finally, the President's Office has 
allocated part of a graduate asslstantshlp to employ a Ph.D. candidate to help create a data bank of existing 
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT (Continued) 
Inreach/Outreach 
An effort Is now underway by the University Relations area to compile an Inventory of those 
projects/programs where faculty and staff are Involved with area school systems, government and civic agencies, 
businesses and other organizations. Quantifying these OUTREACH efforts will be useful In a variety of ways, 
Including presentations to legislators, economic development groups, civic organizations, alumni and marketing. 
In conjunction with the project. University Relations Is gathering Information that will confirm for us 
the extent to which non-University persons are active In serving on advisory committees, Dean's Councils and 
other support groups. This INREACH project will also provide valuable Information to such offices as 
development and alumni, as well as to other areas around the campus. 
Faculty and Staff Awards 
WBGU-TV has nabbed the top prize of the television Industry — an Emmy Award from the National Academy of 
Television Arts and Sciences. It shares the award with a small, select number of other Public Broadcasting 
stations. The award was given for the station's pioneering efforts In the development of television for the 
visually Impaired. The Emmy Is a concrete reminder of Channel 27's long-standing commitment to community 
service. 
Alumni 
The Alumni Association held Its annual Alumni Leaders Conference June 21-23 and alumni chapter leaders 
from all over the country returned to campus.   In addition to chapter training sessions, the conference 
Included both personal and professional development programs.  It was my pleasure to host a dinner for this 
group during the conclusion of the conference, held at the president's residence. 
On July 10-11, our alumni staff will be In Toronto meeting with a group of alumni to Initiate a BGSU 
Alumni Chapter there. That group, along with our ongoing efforts with alumni In Tokyo, will constitute the 
University's first two international alumni chapters. 
My special thanks to Trustee Ellen Connally for hosting the Cuyahoga County Black Alumni Chapter at her 
home. A plaque and a check for $2,000 toward the endowment of a chapter scholarship were presented. 
Multicultural Affairs 
Twenty-five minority high school students from Northwest Ohio participated In the Junior Achlevement/BGSU 
Minority Entrepreneur Program. The program began June 2 and ends today. The purpose of the program was 
two-fold: 1) to Increase the students' knowledge of how a business operates, e.g., manufacturing, marketing 
and management; and 2) to provide students with an orientation to University life. This, incidentally. Is the 
second summer for the program. 
Forty Black and Hispanic students from throughout Ohio are participating In the Pre-College Enrichment 
Program. The program began June 24 and will end August 3. The students work In the morning at on-campus sites 
and attend academic enrichment classes In the afternoon. The goal of the program Is to Increase the number of 
Black and Hispanic students who are prepared for higher education. This Is the fourth summer for this program. 
Vertebrate Pest Management Conference 
Ten agricultural and environmental health specialists from other countries, mostly Africa, took part In a 
five week course on vertebrate pest management at the University that concluded last week. Conducted by the 
Department of Biological Sciences, the program Is the first of Its kind ever at Bowling Green and the only one 
In the country. Primary focus of the conference was to show participants methods that can be used to eliminate 





Classified Staff Council Conference 
Bowling Green's Classified Staff Council hosted a two day workshop for members of other slmllar 
representative groups from around the state on June 11 and 12. It was the first time such a meeting has ever 
been held and it afforded the participants an opportunity to discuss common Issues such as conducting wage 
surveys, benefits, hiring procedures and evaluations and Improving leadership ablIIty. Representatives from 
the University of Akron, Miami University, Ohio University, Ohio State University, Wright State University and 
Columbus State Community College attended. 
Upcoming Eveni—Oklahoma 
The University's Summer Musical Theatre will be July 12, 13, 19 and 20 In Kobacker Hall. Eugene Dybdahl, 
director of opera activities In the College of Musical Arts, Is directing this year's production of Rodgers and 
Hammersteln's "OKLAHOMA." This will be the 12th year that Bowling Green has produced a Summer Musical Theatre 
performance. 
Summer Commencement 
Summer Commencement will take place on Saturday, August 10, 1991 at 9:30 a.m. Dr. Michael Ferrari, 
President of Drake University, will give the address to the graduates. 
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my report. 
PERSONNEL/FACILITIES COMMITTEE 
Mr. Moorehead reported that the Personnel/Facilities Committee met on Thursday afternoon and reviewed nine 
action Items and one discussion Item. 
Personnel Changes Since May 10. 1991. Meeting 
No. 54-91   Mr. Moorehead moved and Judge Connally seconded that approval be given to the Personnel Changes 
since the May 10, 1991, meeting.  The motion was approved with no negative votes. 
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Department Effective Date 
New Appointments Full-tlms 
Managing Editor, Social Philosophy &  6-17-91/6-30-91 
Policy Center (externally funded) 
Micrographics Specialist, Center for  5-28-91/6-30-91 
Archival Collections 
Coordinator, Humanistic Educational   5-13-91/6-30-91 
Learning Process, FIrelands College   (externally funded) 
Technical Project Director, 




Research Associate, Department of 
Biological Sciences 
Resignations 









5-27-91 Resigned to take a fulI- 
tlme position as Micro- 
graphics Special 1st 
Changes In Assignment. Rank and Salary 
Cynthia Crow, Project Coordinator, Department of Philosophy, Part-time academic year, $9,275, 8-22-90/5-22-91 






Title/Department Effective Date 
New Appointments Full-time 
Microcomputer Coordinator, Untverslty 5-6-91/6-30-91 
Placement Services 
Interim Assistant Director of On- 
Campus Housing 
6-3-91/6-30-92 




Director/Coordinator - Upward        4-15-91/9-30-91 
Bound Math Science, College Access Programs 
Reappolntments Full-time 













(Supplemental Retirement Prog) 
Resignations 
Assistant Director, University 
Placement Services 
Leaves of Absence 
7-5-91 Accepted an- 
other position 
Amy Kose, Nurse Clinician, Student Health Services, effective 5/2, 5, 9/91, leave with pay. 
Jose Ortega, Medical Assistant, Student Health Services, 5, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17/91, leave without pay. 
Monica Smith-Scott, Director, Multicultural Student Activities, 5-6-91 through 6-30-91, leave without pay. 
Changes In Assignment. Rank and Salary 
Kathryn Ellis, Part-time Pharmacist, Student Health Services, employed beyond 1990-91 contract as follows: 4/1 
(1 hour); 4/2 (7 hours); 4/4 (4 hours); 4/5 (.5 hours); 4/11, 12, 15 (1 hour each day); 4/18 (4 hours); 4/19, 
23, 24 (1 hour each day); 4/26 (3.5 hours); 4/19 (1 hour); 4/30 (4 hours); 5/2, 6, 21, 22, 23, 28, 29, 30 (4 
hours each); $1,312.30. 
Barbara Hoffman, Nurse Clinician, Student Health Services, employed beyond 1990-91 contract as follows: 5/20-24 
(40 hours); $1,321.84. 
Mary Johnson, Part-time Nurse Clinician, Student Health Services, employed beyond 1990-91 contract as follows: 
4/26 (8 hours), $164.72. 
Amy Kose, Nurse Clinician, Student Health Services, employed beyond 1990-91 contract as follows: 5/2, 6, 9 (24 
hours); $410.13. 
Janet Spleker, Pharmacist, Student Health Services, employed beyond 1990-91 contract as follows: 4/9 (5 
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No. 54-91 (Continued) PERSONNEL CHANGES (Continued) 








Title/Department Effective Date 
New Appointments Part-time 





Associate Director of Development,    5-10-91 
Annual Funds, Alumni & Development 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Salary 





Cralg Montgomery, Post-Doctoral Fellow of Chemistry; effective May 9, 1991; personal reasons 
Changes In Assignment. Rank & Salary 
Scott MInar, part-time Assistant Professor of English; from $2,125 to $5,725; effective Spring Semester 1991; 
Increased duties. 
Sue Carter Simmons, from Instructor of English to Assistant Professor of Englsh, and from $29,503 to $30,103 
academic year rate; effective April 9, 1991; completion of doctoral requirements. 










Sr. Research Assoc $ 3,000 
Research Fellow 
Center for Photochemical Sciences 
Andres McLean Post-Doc Fellow 
12,500 
$18,300 
1990-91 Year; Special Notes 
& Period of Employment 
6/1/91 - 7/15/91 
5/16/91 - 11/15/91 
(externally funded) 
6/1/91 - 5/31/92 
(externally funded) 
FDHCATION AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
Resignations 
Gary Johnson, Associate Professor of Educational Administration and Supervlson; effective June 30, 1991; 
accepted another position. 
Nerlssa Shaub, Assistant Professor of Applied Human Ecology; effecttve May 22, 1991; personal reasons. 
I Name Rank 
FULL-TIME APPOINTMENTS 
Salary       Contract 1991-92 Year; Special 




Higher Education and Student Affairs 
Donald D. Gehrlng     DIr. of High Ed    $59,000 
Program 
Professor of High Ed and Std Aff 
Tenure 
New Appointments—Faculty 
Educational Curriculum & Instruction 
Sandra McKlnley       Asst. Prof. 
1991-92 Academic Year 





Keith Roberts, Professor of Sociology In the Department of Natural and Social Sciences; effective August 9, 
1991; accepted another position. 
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No. 54-91 (Continued) PERSONNEL CHANGES (Continued) 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS (Continued) 
GRADUATE COLLEGE 
POST-DOCTORAI APPOINTMENTS 
Social Philosophy and Policy Center 
John Gray DIst Rsch Fel 
F. Eugene Heath Vstg Scholar 
$ 17,750 
8,000 
6/10/91 - 8/16/91 
(externally funded) 
5/20/91 - 8/9/91 
(externally funded) 
MUSICAL ARTS 
Changes In Assignment. Rank and Salary 
William Lake, Assistant Professor of Music Composition and History; from temporary contract to probationary 1/7 
for 1991-92 academic year. 
Mary Natvlg, Instructor of Music Composition and History; from $24,000 to $25,000 academic year rate; effective 
August 22, 1991; completion of doctoral requirements 
TECHNOLOGY 
Full-TIme Faculty - New Appointment 
Thomas L. Erekson, Dean of the College Technolog and Professor of Visual Communication and Technology 
Education; with a fiscal year rate of $89,500; effective August 1, 1991. 
Proposed Revision In Employee Contribution to University Health Care Plan 
Mr. Moorehead reported that the Personnel/Facilities Committee discussed and referred to the Finance 
Committee for action a proposed revision In the employee contribution to the university health care plan. 
Proposed Classified Staff Pay Plan 
Mr. Moorehead recognized the classified staff for their  Input Into the development of the proposed 
classified staff pay plan. 
I 
I 
No. 55-91 Mr. Moorehead moved and Mr. Laskey seconded that the Proposed Pay Plan for Classified Employees 
which eliminates step and longevity pay adjustments and which replaces the present State pay 
tables (Schedules A and B) with a University pay table containing 16 pay grades be approved. 
Implementation Is to begin June 24, 1991, and with the exception of a few Individual cases. 
Implementation of the basic plan will be completed on June 20, 1994. The Plan will contain 
policies and procedures as described In the attached document and revised as deemed necessary by 






















































Proposed Personal Leave Pol icy ,for Administrative apd Classified staff 
No. 56-91   Mr. Moorehead moved and Mr. Noe seconded that the Proposed Personal Leave Pol Icy for 
Administrative and Classified Staff be approved, as outlined In the attached document. Such 
polley shall allow substitutions of personal  leave for sick leave on a graduated basis of 
accumulated sick leave balances as determined or revised by Untverslty Administration, with 









No. 56-91 (Continued) SECOND REVISED DRAFT 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PERSONAL LEAVE POLICY 
Administrative and classified staff are eligible to convert sick leave to personal leave subject to the 
following procedures: 
1 Full-time and permanent part-time administrative and classified staff, during the calendar year, 
may convert up to twenty-four hours of sick leave for personal leave on a prorated basis as 
follows: 





















1200.1 or more hours 
Temporary employees are not eligible to use personal leave. 
Eligibility to use personal leave will be done on an on-going basis with available computerized 
sick leave records used to determine accrued balances. Staff members who do not have the 
required sick leave balance will be Ineligible to use personal leave until the particular sick 
leave record confirms the balance. 
Personal leave used by administrative and classified staff may be charged In minimum units of two 
(2) hour. Staff may use personal leave only for the days and hours for which they normally would 
have been scheduled to work, but not to Include scheduled overtime. 
I 
I 
5. Personal leave may be used for the following reasons: 
a. Unusual personal or family obligations which could not normally be conducted by an 
employee during hours other than normal scheduled work hours. 
b. Mandatory court appearances before a court of law and In a matter In which the 
employee Is a party or whose presence Is required for other than Jury Duty. Such 
appearances would Include, but not be limited to, criminal or civil cases, traffic 
court, divorce proceedings, custody proceedings, or appearing as directed as a parent 
or guardian of Juveniles. 
c. Legal or business matters which could not normally be conducted by an employee during 
hours other than normal scheduled work hours. 
d. Family emergencies of a nature that require an employee's Immediate attention. 
e. Examinations such as medical, psychological, dental or optical examination of the 
employee, or the employee's Immediate family. 
f. Weddings of members of the Immediate family. 
g. Religious holidays which fall on a normally scheduled workday for an employee, 
h. Any other matter of a personal nature. 
6. Personal leave may not be used in conjunction with vacation, for vacation purposes, to cover 
unexcused absences, or to make up time. 
7. Requests for use of personal leave must be made In advance giving reasonable notice to the 
Immediate supervisor, unless the leave Is for use In an emergency situation. Reasonable notice 
will be established by their Immediate supervisor/department/area head as appropriate. Personal 
leave will be reported utilizing the time report form/time sheet for classified staff and the 
leave request form for administrative staff. 
8. At the end of the calendar year unused personal leave will revert back to Individual sick leave 
balances. 
9. The University Payroll Department will maintain records of accruals, usage, and balances for 
classified staff. 
10. Personal leave may not be used to extend an employee's active pay status for the purpose of 
accruing overtime or compensatory time. It may not be used to extend an employee's date of 
resignation or date of retirement. 
Proposed Amendment to Academic Charter: PeJeflPP of Overload Pay Scale 
No. 57-91 Mr. Moorehead moved and Mr. Laskey seconded that approval be given to the deletion of the 
statement "the following per-credIt-hour rates apply to all overload teaching by BGSU faculty" and 
the following overload pay scale from Section B.II.E.6.e. of the Academic Charter. The motion was 
approved with no negative votes. 
REMOVAL OF THE FACULTY OVERLOAD PAY SCHEDULE FROM THE ACADEMIC CHARTER 
SOLVED, that the following statement dealing with faculty overload pay rates be removed from the Academic 
Charter (B.11.5, Page 12 of 18 of the 1988 Version, or B.II.E.6,e) of the New Version: 
"the followtng per-credIt-hour rates apply to all overload teaching by BGSU faculty: 
Professor $725 
Associate Professor 625 
Assistant Professor 550 
Instructor 450 
Approved by Faculty Senate on 4/16/91 
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PERSONNEL/FACILITIES COMMITTEE (Continued) 
Proposed Resolution on Affirmative Action 
No. 58-91 Mr. Moorehead moved and Judge Connally seconded that the Board of Trustees approves the 
following statement on affirmative action at Bowling Green State University: The Board of 
Trustees reaffirms the existing affirmative action policy and plan for Bowl Ing Green State 
University, and reaffirms Its desire that the University Increase the monies used to recruit 
minority faculty, whenever It Is financially feasible to do so. The motion was approved with no 
negative votes. 
Proposed Revisions to the Student Code 
I 
NO. 59-91 Mr. Moorehead moved and Judge ConnalIy seconded that approval be given to the proposed revisions 
to the Student Code, as outlined In the attached, but Including most Importantly a new Item G 
under VIM. Procedures and a new Item F under X. Summary Suspension. The motion was approved with 
no negative votes. 
President Olscamp clarified that the summary suspension revision Is the result of advice by the university 
legal counsel that the President of the University should not be Involved In any point of that process except 
at the appeal level. 
CHANGES TO STUDENT CODE 
NOTE: Deletions from the current Code are Indicated by underlining, and additions/revisions 





C.  Level C Regulations - Maximum sanction of suspension 
9.   TELEPHONE, COMPUTER OR COMPUTER NETWORK HARASSMENT. 
Making obscene, threatening or harassing telephone calls. 
Jurisdiction 
C.  Student Arbitration Board 
5.   The director of standards and procedures AND/OR THE DIRECTOR'S DESIGNATED 
REPRESENTATIVE shall assume those functions assigned to the Student Arbitration 
Board when the Student Arbitration Board Is not In session or when otherwise 
authorized by the Student Arbitration Board. 
E.  University Appeals Board 
4.   The chief student affairs officer ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS 
AND/OR THE ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT'S DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE shall assume 
those functions assigned to the University Appeals Board when the University 
Appeals Board Is not In session or when otherwise necessary to assure compliance 
with this Code. 
VIII. Procedures 
F. Referral of case (law violations) 
In all cases Involving violations BY A STUDENT of the LAW OR LAWS OF THE CITY OF 
Bowling Green, THE STATE OF Ohio and/OR THE UNITED STATES federal iatt occurring on 
campus UNIVERSITY PREMISES and In which an arrest has been effected, the Department of 
Public Safety will bring the ACCUSED STUDENT person In violation before a court of 
competent Jurisdiction. The University will observe the litigation of the course. WHEN 
A COURT OF COURTS OF COMPETENT JURISDICTION HAVE REACHED A FINAL JUDGEMENT THAT THE 
STUDENT IS GUILTY OR NOT GUILTY OF AN ACT ON UNIVERSITY PREMISES WHICH WOULD ALSO BE A 
VIOLATION UNDER THIS CODE, OR AT SUCH EARLIER TIME AS THE UNIVERSITY DEEMS IT NECESSARY 
OR APPROPRIATE, THE UNIVERSITY RESERVES THE RIGHT TO TAKE SEPARATE ACTION UNDER THE 
PROVISIONS OF THIS CODE. 
G. ADMINISTRATIVE DISPOSITION AFTER COURT CONVICTION 
NOTWITHSTANDING THE PROVISIONS OF SECTIONS VI11.A., B., C, D. AND E., IN ALL CASES 
WHERE A STUDENT IS CONVICTED BY A COURT OF COMPETENT JURISDICTION OF ANY CRIME FOR AN 
ACT OCCURRING ON UNIVERSITY PREMISES, THE PROCEDURE SHALL BE AS FOLLOWS: 
1.   THERE WILL BE AN ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING BEFORE THE DIRECTOR OF STANDARDS AND 
PROCEDURES OR HIS/HER DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE IN WHICH A CERTIFIED COPY OF THE 
RECORD OF CONVICTION WILL BE USED TO CONCLUSIVELY ESTABLISH THAT A VIOLATION OF 





AT LEAST FIVE DAYS BEFORE ANY HEARING THE DIRECTOR OF STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES OR 
HIS/HER DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE SHALL ADVISE THE STUDENT IN WRITING OF THE 
RANGE OF SANCTIONS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS CODE AND THE TIME AND PLACE OF THE 
HEARING. 
THE PURPOSE OF THE HEARING WILL BE TO ALLOW THE STUDENT TO PRESENT EVIDENCE IN 
MITIGATION OF ANY DISCIPLINARY SANCTION WHICH MIGHT BE IMPOSED. 
THE STUDENT MAY BE ASSISTED BY AN ADVISOR OF HIS/HER CHOICE AT THE HEARING. 
IF THE STUDENT HAS BEEN PROPERLY NOTIFIED OF THE HEARING AND FAILS TO APPEAR, THE 
STUDENT MAY BE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED BY THE DIRECTOR UNTIL THE STUDENT REQUESTS 
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I 
Gj. H.     Freezing Records 
If a student leaves the University prior to a hearing on an alleged violation of 
the Code, the director of standards and procedures may freeze that student's 
records until such time as the student appears at a hearing. 
X.  Summary Suspension 
Under the special circumstances described In this paragraph,. SECTION, the President 
and/or the President's expressly designated A representative EXPRESSLY DESIGNATED BY 
THE PRESIDENT has the authority to summarily suspend a student pursuant to O.R.C. 
3345.24. This authority shall be exercised when the President and/or the President's 
EXPRESSLY designated representative determines that suspension Is necessary to preserve 




1. If summary suspension Is Invoked pursuant to this section and O.R.C. 
3345.24, the Office of the President, px the President's expressly 
designated representative, within 24 hours of Invoking the suspension, 
shalI contact the suspended student and present HAVE the SUSPENDED student 
PERSONALLY PRESENTED with a written notice of the specific charges against 
hlm/HER or her Including a summary of the evidence upon which the charge Is 
based.  In addition, this notice will advise the student of the right to a 
hearing before the University Appeals Board on or before the fifth class 
day following suspension order THE DATE OF THE WRITTEN NOTICE and 
articulate REFER TO the elements of due process found in Section VI1 I E of 
the Code, DUE PROCESS to which the student will be entitled at the hearing. 
2. THE NOTICE SHALL BE PRESENTED TO THE SUSPENDED STUDENT AS PROVIDED IN 
SUBSECTION 4 BELOW. 
A. In addition, this THE notice wilI SHALL advise the student of the 
right to a hearing before the University Appeals Board on or before 
the fifth class day AFTER THE STUDENT IS PERSONALLY PRESENTED WITH 
following the suspension order OR IT IS MAILED TO HIM/HER AS PROVIDED 
IN SUBSECTION 4 BELOW and articulate OF the elements of due process 
SAFEGUARDS TO WHICH THE STUDENT WILL BE ENTITLED AND WHICH ARE 
CONTAINED found in Section VII I.E. of this Code, to which the student 
will be entitled at the hearing. 
B. THE NOTICE ALSO SHALL ADVISE the suspended student shall also be 
advised in the notice that hls/HER or her request for a hearing ON 
HIS/HER CASE before the University Appeals Board must be made In 
writing BY the student to the chair of the University Appeals Board OR 
IF THE BOARD IS NOT IN SESSION, TO THE ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT FOR 
STUDENT AFFAIRS OR HIS/HER DESIGNEE AND THAT THE NOTICE MUST CONTAIN 
HIS/HER CURRENT MAILING ADDRESS. 
I 
THE NOTICE ALSO SHALL ADVISE the suspended student shall also be advised In 
the notice that the student HE/SHE has the option of either: 
a.  Requesting the convening of the hearing prior to the fifth day upon 24 
hours' written notice to the chair of the University Appeals Board; or 
left at the place of his or her Bowling 
b.  Requesting a continuance beyond the fifth class day - said continuance 
not to exceed five class days. This statement will be delivered 
personally to the suspended student or If his or her whereabouts are 
unKnewn and unascertalnaple. 
Green residence. 
WITHIN 24 HOURS OF THE IMPOSITION OF THE SUMMARY SUSPENSION, THE WRITTEN 
NOTICE SPECIFIED IN THIS SECTION SHALL BE DELIVERED PERSONALLY TO THE 
STUDENT IF POSSIBLE.  IF THE NOTICE CANNOT BE DELIVERED PERSONALLY TO THE 
STUDENT AND IF THE STUDENT'S LAST MAILING ADDRESS WAS A RESIDENCE IN THE 
CITY OF BOWLING GREEN, THE NOTICE SHALL BE DELIVERED WITHIN 24 HOURS OF THE 
IMPOSITION OF THE SUMMARY SUSPENSION TO THAT ADDRESS AND MAILED AT THE SAME 
TIME TO THE STUDENT'S PERMANENT ADDRESS IF ONE IS ON FILE WITH THE 
UNIVERSITY, PROVIDED THAT IF THE STUDENT'S LAST MAILING ADDRESS WAS A POST 
OFFICE BOX OR IT APPEARS THAT THE STUDENT DOES NOT RESIDE IN THE CITY OF 
BOWLING GREEN, THE NOTICE SHALL BE MAILED TO THE STUDENT'S LAST MAILING 
ADDRESS AND TO THE STUDENT'S PERMANENT ADDRESS IF ONE IS ON FILE WITH THE 
UNIVERSITY. 
I 
B. The University Appeals Board will hear the alleged violation In accordance with Its 
rules of procedure and the elements of due process enumerated In Section VII I.E. of 
this Code.  IF THE UNIVERSITY APPEALS BOARD IS NOT IN SESSION OR WHEN OTHERWISE 
NECESSARY TO ASSURE COMPLIANCE WITH THIS CODE, THE ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT 
AFFAIRS OR HIS/HER DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE WILL HEAR THE APPEAL. 
C. For the purposes of this Section of the Code, the duties of the University Appeals 
Board shall be LIMITED to make MAKING recommendations CONCERNING THE VALIDITY OF THE 
CHARGES AND THE APPROPRIATE SANCTION TO BE IMPOSED to the President and/or the 
President's VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS OR HIS/HER designated representative. 
concerning the charge. 
D. The President and/or the President's VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS OR HIS/HER 
designated representative shall have the responsibility and authority to evaluate the 
recommendations of the University Appeals Board and to determine DECIDE WHETHER THERE 
IS CAUSE TO CONTINUE THE SUSPENSION OR WHETHER THERE IS SOME OTHER an appropriate 
sanction.  THE DECISION SHALL BE IN WRITING AND MAILED TO THE STUDENT AT THE ADDRESS 
PROVIDED BY THE STUDENT IN HIS/HER REQUEST FOR A HEARING. 
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THE STUDENT MAY APPEAL Appeals of the ruling DECISION OF THE VICE PRESIDENT OF STUDENT 
AFFAIRS OR HIS/HER DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE of the President may be taken by the 
student to the Board of Trustees TO THE PRESIDENT, whose determination on the Issue of 
susupenslon shalI be final.  (Note:  If a designated representative of the President 
Issued the suspension order, appeal will be directly to the President of the 
University.) 
THE PROCEDURE FOR THE APPEAL TO THE PRESIDENT SHALL BE AS FOLLOWS: 
1. THE STUDENT'S APPEAL MUST BE IN WRITING AND MUST BE DELIVERED TO THE OFFICE OF 
THE PRESIDENT WITHIN FIVE DAYS OF THE STUDENT'S RECEIPT OF THE DECISION OF THE 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS OR HIS/HER DESIGNATED REPRESETATIVE, WHICH 
SHALL BE PRESUMED TO BE THE DAY FOLLOWING THE DAY OF THE MAILING, SATURDAYS, 
SUNDAYS AND UNIVERSITY HOLIDAYS EXCLUDED. 
2. THE APPEAL MUST BE BASED ON THE EVIDENCE PRESENTED TO THE UNIVERSITY APPEALS 
BOARD AND THE STUDENT MUST CITE THE EXACT REASONS FOR CLAIMING THAT THE DECISION 
OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS OR HIS/HER DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE 
WAS IN ERROR. 
3. THE PRESIDENT SHALL HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO REFUSE TO HEAR THE APPEAL IF IN HIS/HER 
JUDGEMENT THE STUDENT HAS NOT PROVIDED ANY VALID REASONS FOR CHANGING THE 
DECISION OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS OR HIS/HER DESIGNATED 
REPRESENTATIVE. 
4. IF THE PRESIDENT DECIDES TO CONSIDER THE APPEAL ON ITS MERITS, HE/SHE WILL DECIDE 
BASED ON THE STUDENT'S WRITTEN APPEAL AND THE EVIDENCE PRESENTED TO THE 
UNIVERSITY APPEALS BOARD OR THE ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS OR 
HIS/HER DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE AS THE CASE MAY BE. 
5. THE APPEAL MAY NOT RESULT IN A MORE SEVERE SANCTION FOR THE APPEALLANT. 
6. THE PRESIDENT MUST RULE ON THE APPEAL WITHIN 15 CLASS DAYS OF RECEIPT OF THE 
STUDENT'S NOTICE OF APPEAL. 
THE SUMMARY SUSPENSION IMPOSED BY THE PRESIDENT'S REPRESENTATIVE UNDER SUBSECTION A 
ABOVE SHALL REMAIN IN EFFECT DURING ANY APPEAL PERIOD. 
I 
I 
Appendix B - Regulations 
B.  Level B Regulations 
7.   Unauthorized copying or use of computer software or data and unauthorized use of 
computer accounts and data processing equipment. 
A. Copying, using or causing to be copied or used computer software or data 
and/or using or causing to be used computer accounts and data processing 
equipment without authorization. 
b.   PLACING OR CAUSING TO BE PLACED INTO PUBLIC LOCATIONS PROPRIETARY COMPUTER 
SOFTWARE IN ANY FORM UNLESS SPECIFICALLY ALLOWED BY ITS OWNER.  SUCH 
LOCATIONS INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO FILE SERVERS, NON-PRIVATE COMPUTER 
FILES OR FOLDERS AND COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS. 
Level C Regulations 
9. Telephone, COMPUTER, OR COMPUTER NETWORK harassment. Making obscene, threatening 
or harassing telephone calls OR MAKING OBSCENE, THREATENING OR HARASSING MESSAGES 
ON A COMPUTER OR COMPUTER NETWORK. 
Level D Regulations 
Computer ADD COMPUTER NETWORK use rules/POLICIES distributed with computer applications 
or RENTAL AGREEMENTS OR posted In computer laboratories. 
Appendix W - Telephone Policy 
A.  BG CalI Card 
3.   No long distance calls or telegrams of any kind are to be charged to a student 
room telephones. A billing service charge will be assessed per long distance 
calI or telegram.  ALSO NOTE THAT UNANSWERED OUTGOING LONG-DISTANCE CALLS 
EXCEEDING SIX RINGS MAY BE BILLED TO THE STUDENT'S LONG-DISTANCE ACCOUNT. ANY 
BILLABLE CALLS WHICH ARE PLACED FROM A STUDENT ROOM AND ARE NOT CHARGED TO A BG 
CALLING CARD OR A LONG-DISTANCE CARRIER'S CARD WILL BE ASSESSED A $10 BILLING 
SERVICE CHARGE PER CALL.  EACH TELEGRAM BILLED TO A STUDENT ROOM TELEPHONE WILL 
ALSO BE ASSESED $10 BILLING SERVICE CHARGE. 
Any student who avoids or attempts to avoid payment for telecommunications services by 
fraudulent means SHALL BE FINANCIALLY RESPONSIBLE TO THE UNIVERSITY FOR ALL COSTS 
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Status of State-Funded Capital Improvements 
Mr. Moorehead reported that all projects are on schedule. 
Proposed Appointment - Distinguished University Professor 
No. 60-91   Mr.  Moorehead moved and Judge Connally seconded that approval  be given to naming Dr. Lawrence 
Friedman as a Distinguished University Professor. The motion was approved with no negative votes. 
President 01 scamp read the following citation: 
The University confers upon a select number of Its faculty the title of Distinguished University 
Professor. This designation Is reserved for faculty members whose creative professional achievements are such 
as to have won them national distinction or recognition beyond the limitations of a narr:.. field of Interest. 
Today It Is a privilege to present one of the Unlverslty'3 most Ustlngulshed faculty members for this 
prestigious recognition. 
Dr. Lawrence J. Friedman, Professor of History and American Studies, has been a member of the Bowling 
Green State University faculty since 1971. His scholarly Interests and achievements have Included subjects 
that span the breadth of the social sciences. His many articles and four books have probed In depth topics 
such as racism, the roots of American nationalistic Ideology, abolitionism, and modern American psychiatry. 
Each of his works has been uniformly lauded by scholars whose own work Is of the finest caliber. Of his book 
Mennlnger: The Family and the Clinic, one noted scholar says, "It Is one of the best In the history of 
American psychiatry—and the best ever written on private psychiatric care In the country." 
Professor Friedman Is regarded across the nation as an outstanding scholar and as an enlightened and 
stimulating lecturer. Students at Bowling Green benefit from the excellence of his teaching, and he Is widely 
sought out as a thesis and dissertation advisor. 
Upon the recommendation of the Department of History, the current Distinguished University Professors, the 
deans, the Vice President for Academic Affairs, and several national scholars, It Is a privilege to present the 
award of Distinguished University Professor to Dr. Lawrence Friedman. 
Dr. Friedman expressed his appreciation for the award and for the support he has received In conducting 
his research on Karl Mennlnger. 
Proposed Appointment - Distinguished Teaching Professor 
No. 61-91   Mr. Moorehead moved and Mr. Ml let! seconded that approval be given to naming Virginia Marks as a 
Distinguished Teaching Professor. The motion was approved with no negative votes. 
President Olscamp read the following citation: 
Members of the Bowling Green State University faculty with the rank of Professor who demonstrate 
extraordinary achievements as effective teachers In their disciplines or In Interdisciplinary fields are 
eligible for consideration as Distinguished Teaching Professors. The University today honors a distinguished 




Professor Virginia Marks, Professor of Performance Studies, has a distinguished record of achievement In 
the classroom and In the performance hall. Professor Marks came to Bowling Green In 1973, and during her 
career here has developed a national reputation for her ability to attract and Inspire students and lead them 
to the highest levels of achievement. She Is known by colleagues and students as a consummate teacher who Is 
both a master teacher and a master performer. 
In recommending Professor Marks, a colleague said of her, "She has the ability to Inspire her students to 
achieve, often at higher levels than they think possible. She considers each of her students as an Individual, 
carefully selecting materials and pedagogical approaches for each. She Is demanding and firm, yet 
compassionate. Her students respect and admire her. One Important reason for her success as a teacher is 
that, In turn, she respects and likes her students." 
Professor Marks Is a distinguished performer, a skilled teacher, and an active participant and leader In 
her profession. It Is with pride that we honor her as a Distinguished Teaching Professor of Bowling Green 
State University. 
Professor Marks thanked the Board of Trustees, her colleagues who nominated her, and her students. She 
feels that she has been very fortunate to be able to do what she wants. She shared her award with her daughter 
Jennifer, who will be a student at the University In the fall, and with one of her talented students, Natalie 




Connally reported that the Finance Committee met on Thursday afternoon and reviewed eight action 
Proposed 1991-92 Educational Budgets - Main Campus and Flrelands College 
No. 62-91 Judge ConnalIy moved and Mr. Noe seconded that approval be given to the Revised 1990-91 
Educational Budget (Main Campus) In the amount of $119,946,447, to the Proposed 1991-92 
Educational Budget (Main Campus) In the amount of $121,798,985, to the Revised 1990-91 Educational 
Budget (Flrelands) in the amount of $4,779,421, and to the Proposed 1991-92 Educational Budget 
(Flrelands) In the amount of $4,929,594, and that the President, or his deslgnee. Is authorized to 
approve Interfund transfers within the approved budgeted level for the 1991-92 fiscal year. 
The Board Secretary conducted a roll call vote with the following results: Voting "yes"—Judge 
Connally, Mr. Laskey, Mr. Mlletl, Mr. Moorehead, Mr. Newlove, Mr. Noe. The motion was approved 
with six affirmative votes. 
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RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN 1991-1992 EDUCATIONAL BUDGET 
High Priority Operating Expenses 
Increase to Graduate Fee Waiver Budget 
Fee Waivers for Additional GA/TF Stipends 
Increase In Grad Fee Waivers Resulting from Fee Increase (9.35$) 
Increase In Scholarships Resulting from Fee Increase (9.35$) 
Increase In Scholarships Due to National Merit Scholars Program (9.35$) 
MCOT - Nursing & Physical Therapy (est. 7$) 
Increase In Purcahsed Utilities Budget 
Increase In Space Rental Budget 
Increase In Postage (where >$1000 Increase) 
Increase In Landfill Fee ($25,470) & Hazardous Waste ($3,000) 
Increase In Legal Services Budget 
Increase In Off-Campus Programs (offset by Income) 
Increase In General Insurance 
Establish Asian Recruitment Program 
Increased Costs to Provide Transcripts for Graduates 
TOTAL HIGH PRIORITY OPERATING BUDGET INCREASES 
Other Proposed Operating Budget Adjustments 
Decrease In Local Capital Improvements 
Reduction of General Operating Budgets (1.88$ Acad.; 3$ Other) 
Special Program Budget Decrease 
Transfer of Educ. Budget Expenses to Auxiliaries 
TOTAL OTHER PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET INCREASES 
TOTAL PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET INCREASES 
High Priority Personnel Budget Adjustments 
December Personnel Decisions and Misc. Personnel Obligations 
Increase In Graduate Stipends (40-45 additional) 
Decrease In Special Program Budgets 
AnnualIzatlon of 1990-91 Grad Stipend Increases 
Increase In Centralized Benefit Costs 
PERS/STRS for Part-Time Employees 
Personnel Reductions (1.57$ Acad.; 3$ Other) 
Benefit Reductions (18$ of Personnel Reductions) 
Increase in Summer Instructional Salary Budget 
Pool to Meet Instructional Demand 
TOTAL HIGH PRIORITY PES0NNEL BUDGET INCREASES 
SUMMARY OF SALARY POOL PROPOSALS 
Pool for Faculty/Admin. Staff/Classified Staff [offset for 
Health Care Insurance ($315 + 15$ salary-related benefits)! 
Classified Staff Pool for Steps and Longevity (1.8$) 
Faculty and Admin. Promotions and Salary Adjustments 
TOTAL SALARY POOL PROPOSALS 
TOTAL PROPOSED PERSONNEL INCREASES 
TOTAL PROPOSED EDUCATIONAL BUDGET INCREASES 
ADDITION TO EDUCATIONAL RESERVE 
REGULAR EDUCATIONAL BUDGET INCREASES 
ACADEMIC CHALLENGE PROGRAMS (ROUND 1) 
GRAND TOTAL PROPOSED EDUCATIONAL BUDGET INCREASES 


































1991-92 EDUCATIONAL BUDGET 
0PB:LLH-6/13/91 
file: SUMM92b 
$   615,825 
309,153 
60,000 
$   984,978 
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Faculty Market Adjsutments 
Health Care Adjustment 
Staff Add It Ions/(Replacements): 
1.00 FTE IPCO/THEA 
1.00 FTE Biological Sciences 
1.00 FTE Physical Educ. 
1.00 FTE Math 
1.00 FTE Geography 
































Proposed 1991-92 General Fee and Related Auxiliary Budgets 
No. 63-91 Judge Connally moved and Mr. Noe seconded that approval be given to the Revised 1990-91 General 
Fee and Related Auxiliary Budgets and to the Proposed 1991-92 General Fee and Related Auxiliary 
Budgets, as listed, and that the President, or his deslgnee. Is authorized to approve Interfund 
transfers within the approved budgeted level for the 1991-92 fiscal year. 
The Board Secretary conducted a roll call vote with the following results: Voting "yes"—Judge 
Connally, Mr. Laskey, Mr. Mlletl, Mr. Moorehead, Mr. Newlove, Mr. Noe. The motion was approved 
with six affirmative votes. 
















1. Debt Service/ 
Fad 1Ity Charges $1 ,623,905 $1,623,905 $1 ,657,772 $ 33,867 2.1$ 
II. Student Services/ 
Auxl1lary Programs $6,741,353 $6,741,353 $6 ,944,141 202,788 3.0$ 














IV. Student Publications $ 40,248 $      40,248 $ 51,600 $ 11,352 28.2$ 
V. Fields/Facilities $ 75,000 $      75,000 $ 288,191 213,191 284.3$ 
VI. Gen.  Fee Scholarships $ 127,305 127,305 
VII. Contingency 
TOTAL 
$ 12,000 $      12,000 $ 12,000 0 0.0$ 
$8 ,901,124 $8,901,124 $9 ,519,465 $618,341 6.9$ 
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Proposed [MtOfitlMU Fees. Nonresident JaCSkKttU-MBA  Pener3l Fee. Effective E*U Semester 199.1 
No. 64-91   Judge Connally moved and Mr. Laskey seconded that: 
WHEREAS, the financial outlook of the state of Ohio remains uncertain; and 
WHEREAS, the state legislature has yet to adopt and the Governor has yet to sign a state budget 
for the next blennlum, 
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That approval be given to the Proposed Instructional Fees, 
Nonresident Surcharge, and General Fee for the Main Campus, Off-Campus Centers and FIrelands, as 
listed effective Fa I Semester, 1991, but that If the final or Interim state budget Includes a 
cap on Su student fee Increases for 1991-92 that Is higher or lower than In Substitute House 
Bill 298. then, following consultation with the Finance Committee members, the 199192 
Instructional Fees, Nonresident Surcharge, and General Fee for the Main Campus Off-Campus Centers 
and FIrelands shall be revised to approach or equal the upper limit allowed In the state budget 
bill. 
The Board Secretary conducted a roll call vote with the following results: Voting "yes"—Judge 
Connally, Mr. Laskey, Mr. MI let!. Mr. Moorehead, Mr. Newlove, Mr. Noe. The motion was approved 
with six affirmative votes. 
PROPOSED INSTRUCTIONAL FEE PER SEMESTER 
Effective FalI Semester, 1991 
For the Main Campus and Off-Campus Centers 
FulI-Time Rate 




Undergraduate Instructional Fee 
Graduate Instructional Fee 
Nonresident Surcharge 
FIrelands 
Undergraduate Instructional Fee 
Graduate Instructional Fee 
Nonresident Surcharge 

























PROPOSED GENERAL FEE PER SEMESTER 
Effective FalI Semester, 1991 
For the Main Campus and Off-Campus Centers 
Main Campus 
General Fee 
General Fee — 
FIrelands 
General Fee 
50 mlle radius 
Full -Time Rate Hour Iy Rate* 









$ 72.00 $ 93.00 $ 9.00 $11.00 
PROPOSED GENERAL FEE PER SEMESTER 
Effective Summer Semester, 1992 




FulI-Time Rate Hourly Rate* 
Main Campus — Summer. 1992 
General Fee 
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Issuance of 1991-92 Contracts 
I 
I 
NO. 65-91 Judge Connally moved and Mr. Moorehead seconded that the President, or his deslgnee, Is 
authorized to process and Implement all faculty and administrative personnel contracts for 1991-92 
except those of the Vice Presidents and President; 
RESOLVED FURTHER: That the appropriate members of the University (Area Heads/Dean/Vice 
Presidents) are hereby authorized In accordance with accepted policies In the Academic Charter and 
other governance documents to make changes to Individual salaries resulting from changes In 
assignment or market adjustments; benefits, and administrative titles as may become necessary or 
appropriate as a result of subsequent events or circumstances occurring during such fiscal year; 
and that such adjustments be reported subsequently to the Board of Trustees for review and 
ratification. 
The Board Secretary conducted a roll call vote with the following results: Voting "yes"~Judge 
Connally, Mr. Laskey, Mr. Mlletl, Mr. Moorehead, Mr. Newlove, Mr. Noe. The motion was approved 
with six affirmative votes. 
Revised 1990-91 Dining Halls Budget and Revised Dining Hall Budget 
No. 66-91 Judge Connally moved and Mr. Noe seconded that approval be given to the Revised 1990-91 Dining 
Halls Budget and to the Revised 1991-92 Dining Hall Budget, as listed, and that the President, or 
his deslgnee, Is authorized to approve Interfund transfers within the approved budgeted level for 
the 1991-92 fiscal year. 
The Board Secretary conducted a roll call vote with the following results: Voting "yes"~Judge 
Connally, Mr. Laskey, Mr. Mlletl, Mr. Moorehead, Mr. Newlove, Mr. Noe. The motion was approved 
with six affirmative votes. 
DINING HALL BUDGET 
I 
SOURCES OF FUNDS: 
Coupon Income & Cash Sales 
Interest Income 
Fact IIty Rentals 
Miscellaneous Income 



























$8,474,897 $8,719,204 $9,038,694 
I 
I 





Wage/Compensation Pool (Staff) 





Cost of Food 
Supplles 
Other (repairs, telephone 
equipment, other) 
Subtotal 
FIXED 4 GENERAL EXPENSES: 
Depreciation 
Utilities 
General Service Charge 
Property Insurance 
Scholarships 
Transfer to (from) Reserve 
Subtotal 
TOTAL EXPENSES 
$  84,635 $  88,921 $ 164,778 Auxl1lary Services 
Personnel Addition 
1,632,660 1,590,909 1,741,163 Auxl1iary Services 
Personnel Add Itton 
1,037,692 1,182,979 1,130,000 
742,660 681,844 788,124 Aux. Svcs Benefits 
103,038 51,964 Step/Longevity Incr; 
Health Care Adj. 
($315) 
23,586 37,945 
29,833 29,833 29,833 
0 0 (132,000) 
$3,654,104 $3,574,486 $3,811,807 
$2,672,145 $3,034,366 $3,056,417 33.5456 of sales 
436,226 376,000 394,000 Reduced - $10,884 
228,000 201,000 247,000 
$3,336,371 $3,611,366 $3,697,417 
$ 256,800 $ 256,800 $ 273,183 
560,000 525,000 560,000 
515,000 515,000 519,880 Reducatlon In GSC 
$20,870 
6,950 6,950 7,645 
145,672 133,124 168,762 Fewer Board 
Scholarships Projected 
0 96,478 0 
$1,484,422 $1,533,352 $1,529,470 
$8,474,897 $8,719,204 $9,038,694 
opb:6/4/91 
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Proposed Changes - Materials and Special Program Charges. Effective 1991-92 
Judge Connally noted that an Increase In the drop/add fee to $3.00 and a new graduation fee of $20.00 are 
Included In the proposed changes to the Materials and Special Program Charges for 1991-92. 
No. 67-91   Judge Connally moved and Mr. Moorehead seconded that approval be given to the proposed changes In 
the Materials and Special Program Charges, effective 1991-92, as listed. 
The Board Secretary conducted a roll call vote with the following results: Voting "yes"—Judge 
Connally, Mr. Laskey, Mr. Mlletl, Mr. Moorehead, Mr. Newlove, Mr. Noe. The motion was approved 
with six affirmative votes. 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
MATERIALS AND SPECIAL PROGRAM CHARGES 1991-92 
1 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES; 






Painting (Watered or) 












Mathematics & Statistics 
Mathematics 
















201, 202, 211, 212 




215, 220 10.00 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS; 
Applled Human Ecology 
Lab Fees: 
Apparel, Merchandising, & Interior Design 
(AMID) 103, 313 
101, 202, 404, 412, 414 
204, 303, 401, 402, 406 
119, 219, 319, 419 
417 Home Furnishings Laboratory 
Food & Nutrition 
(F&N) 307 Nutrition 
437 Quantity Food Production 
Management 
Educational Curriculum and Instruction 
365 Computer Utilization 
PROPOSED 
1991-92 
492, 497 $ $ 5.00 
343,482 15.00 20.00 
463 8.00 10.00 
390, 391, 392, 490, 491, 595 15.00 20.00 
211 6.00 10.00 
212, 213, 311, 312, 313, 418 8.00 10.00 
416, 417 8.00 Delete 
101 2.00 5.00 
102, 103, 112 3.00 5.00 
371, 372, 471, 571 4.00 10.00 
373 5.00 10.00 
374 6.00 10.00 
473, 573 7.00 10.00 
326, 426, 625 15.00 25.00 
325, 425, 525 20.00 25.00 
465 10.00 15.00 
415, 419, 449, 416 10.00 Delete 
413 10.00 
313 10.00 15.00 
549 15.00 
115, 116, 126, 136 15.00 Delete 
110, 118, 128, 138 20.00 
125, 135 15.00 20.00 
201 20.00 25.00 
306, 309, 321, 341, 342, 407, 408 
446, 449 30.00 35.00 
110, 207, 661 15.00 
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518, 519, 590 
121 Speech ClInic 






























CmiFfiE OF MUSICAL  ARTS: 
Music Education Piano Classes 152,  153,   155 
22.50 
Per Cr Hr 
Delete 
mMFLoUS^-;Fnght  Instruction IN   (AERT221)   (formerly AERT 343)  S2.700 00 
Commercial   I   (AERT 345) ,'Q1n'nn 
Commerlcal   II   (AERT 346) xqioOO 
Instrument (AERT 403) 3,960.uu 
I 
Aircraft/Simulator Hourly Rates 
Cessna 152 
Cessna 172RG 
Multlenglne Flight Instruction (AERT 407) 
Flight Instructor - Alrplace (AERT 443) 
Flight Instructor - Instrument (AERT 445) 
Flight Instructor - Multlenglne (AERT 447) 
Flight Evaluation (AERT 099) 













Cluctronlc Technology (ET) 
I 
099, 220, 221, 224, 240, 342, 343, 344, 
345, 346, 348, 349, 350, 352, 354, 401, 
402, 403, 404, 405, 407, 443, 445, 447, 
482, 490 $ 
235, 335, 425 
306, 337 
406 
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COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY (Continued): 









Visual Communications & Technology Education 
302, 402, 457, 480, 490, 526, 
580 
Design Technology (DESN) 





















































CENTER FOR ACADEMIC OPTIONS; 



















OTHER FEES AND CHARGES 
Check Service Charge Insufflent Funds 
Stop Payment 
Placement Charge - Alumni Computer Registration - 6 months 
Placement Charge - Undergraduate Computer Registration 
ACT Test -American Testing Program 
Miller Analogies Test 
Quantum 90 Temporary Card Charge 
Drop/Add Fee (per Transaction)* 
Graduation Fee (Includes Copy of Transcript)* 












































Biology 220 10.00 Delete 
BUSE 204, 207, 304, 305, 306, 307 5.00 
BUSE 202, 302 10.00 Delete 
Center for Academic Op tlons 131 5.00 Dletee 
Chemistry 115 6.00 Delete 
Chemistry 116, 126 5.00 Delete 
Chemistry 110 6.00 
Chemistry 118, 128 5.00 
Bank Chg. Plus 5.00 
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I 
I 
Proposed International Education Fund Endowment 
Judge Connally explained that the proposed International education endowment fund would enhance the 
International reputation of the University. 
No. 68-91 Judge Connally moved and Mr. Mlletl seconded that $1,500,000 be sequestered from the Internal 
endowment fund principal to create an International Education Fund Endowment. The Income from the 
sequestered dollars Is to be used annually to fund efforts In the development of International 
education. Any unexpended balance at the end of each fiscal year may revert to the Internal 
endowment fund. President Olscamp or his deslgnee shall be administrator of the funds In the new 
endowment. 
President Olscamp stated that the primary purpose of the Income from this principal will be to enhance the 
opportunities of Bowling Green State University undergraduates to have an International education experience. 
In addition, the BGSU Foundation will undertake a campaign to raise $1.5 million In matching dollars during the 
coming year to bring the endowment principal to $3 million. 
The Board Secretary conducted a roll call vote with the following results: Voting "yes"—Judge 
Connally, Mr. Laskey, Mr. Mlletl, Mr. Moorehead, Mr. Newlove, Mr. Noe. The motion was approved 
with six affirmative votes. 
Proposed Revision In Employee Contribution to University Health Care Plan 
No. 69-91 Judge Connally moved and Mr. Moorehead seconded the revised employee contribution to the 
University Health Care Plan be approved In accordance with the attached document. Such employee 
contributions, which will apply to all full-time University employees who elect single or family 
coverage, will be made In combination with a Section 125 Contribution Conversion Plan, both to 
become effective July 1, 1991, with future adjustments In contributions to be reviewed and 
adjusted as determined by University Administration based on Health Care Plan elected coverages 
and their experienced costs. 
Judge Connally mentioned that President Olscamp will be appointing a task force which will review the 
health care situation for university personnel. President Olscamp added that the task force will have 
representation from all segments of the university community. 
I 
The Board Secretary conducted a roll call vote with the following results: Voting "yes"—Judge 
Connally, Mr. Laskey, Mr. Mlletl, Mr. Moorehead, Mr. Newlove, Mr. Noe. The motion was approved 
with six affirmative votes. 
Mr. Newlove thanked the constituent groups — Classified Staff Council, Administrative Staff Council, and 
the Faculty Senate — for their hard work and cooperation. He expressed the Board's appreciation for the 
groups' efforts and extended thanks to the Faculty Senate and University Budget Committees for their work on 
the health care project. 
President Olscamp commented that during his nine years as President at BGSU, this has been the most 
depressing situation he's experienced. He finds It shocking and debilitating not only to have to ask for high 
tuition and fee Increases, but also to be unable to give employees salary Increases and to have to ask them to 
share In health care costs, resulting In most cases, In an actual net decrease In take-home pay. He expressed 
his deep consternation and concern with the fact that we seem to be moving backwards. We were making serious 
progress to lowering the student's share of cost of education In the state of Ohio, and now we are returning 















Single Coverage $1969 







Contract Famlly 4296 687 $892 $1579 
I 
The change In contribution requirements Is scheduled to become effective July 1, 1991, 
NEW ITEMS 
Proposed Reappolntment and New Appointments to the Flrelands College Advisory Board 
No. 70-91 Mr. Mlletl moved and Judge Connally seconded that the Board of Trustees confIrm the 
reappolntment of Daniel Keller and the appointments of Sharon Barnes, nominated to f11 I the 
expired term of Lorraine Holzapfel, and Daniel Schloemer, nominated to fill the unexplred term of 
Marcus French, for member-ship to the Flrelands College Advisory Board In accordance with action 
taken at the May 23, 1991, meeting of the Flrelands Board. The motion was approved with no 
negative votes. 
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REGULAR ITEMS 
Sponsored Grants and Contracts Awarded; March 1991 
No. 71-91 Mr. Noe moved and Judge Connally seconded that grants and/or contracts In the amount of 
$1,188,898.86, for the months of April and May, 1991, be accepted and expenditures applicable 


















Fiscal Year to Date 
$14,099,088.74 
14,373,750.59 
The motion was approved with no negative votes. 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF GRANTS AND CONTRACTS AWARDED 
July 1 through Apr 30 
Fiscal Years to Date 
Research 
A. Federally Sponsored 
B. Privately and State Sponsored 
TOTAL RESEARCH GRANTS 
Institutes and Workshops 
Public Service Grants and Contracts 
Program Development and Innovation Grants 
Equipment Grants 
TOTAL SPECIAL PROJECTS GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 
Student Aid Grants 























BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF GRANTS AND CONTRACTS AWARDED 
July 1 through May 31 
Fiscal Years to Date 
Research 
A. Federally Sponsored 
B. Privately and State Sponsored 
TOTAL RESEARCH GRANTS 
Institutes and Workshops 
Public Service Grants and Contracts 
Program Development and Innovation Grants 
Equipment Grants 
TOTAL SPECIAL PROJECTS GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 
Student Aid Grants 
















$    641,305.00 
$1,309,901.57 
$3,682,660.79 
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Faculty Representative - Leigh Chtarelott 
Dr. Chlarelott presented the following remarks: 
Traditionally, the Chair of the Faculty Senate reports to the Board of Trustees on pending Senate business 
and remarks positively or negatively about actions taken by the Board with regard to Senate business. Today I 
break the tradition, because, quite honestly, I'm not one who puts much stock In tradition. More to the point, 
however, I feel compelled to comment on what I perceive to be a truly historic day. For me the budget Just 
approved by the Board of Trustees represents an historical moment for at least two reasons: One, It represents 
history In much the same way that the stock market crash In 1929 or the bombing of Pearl Harbor represent 
history. This comparison Is not meant to be pejorative, although It may at first glance appear so. Rather It 
suggests that BGSU Is facing a moment In Its history that may well be a turning point. 
Adversity, especially the economic adversity that we are currently facing, tends to bring out the best or 
the worst In people. It has the potential to challenge our creativity, our Imagination, and our spirits. By 
working together toward common goals, we can meet the challenges forced upon us by a no-growth budget. This 
suggests the need for planning In a systematic, clear-headed fashion. It suggests the need to bring together 
our most creative and Imaginative thinkers to brainstorm strategies that will provide a buffer from the 
vagertes of economic changes and budgeting decisions In the state. 
Conversely, adversity can also cause dlvlslveness, as common goals are sacrificed for the narrow goals of 
self-interest, as one constituent group Is played off against the other, or as reasonable discourse Is replaced 
by accusatory diatribes. This quickly becomes a zero-sum game where one group's successes can only be measured 
against another group's losses. 
Clearly the manner In which we choose to face the adversity presented by the 1991-92 budget will determine 
our histories not only for the next year but for many years to come. As chair of the Faculty Senate, I will 
dedicate my energies toward approaching adversity as a creative challenge, as an opportunity to work together, 
and I hope that Board of Trustees and central administration feel the same way. 
The 1991-92 budget represents an historic moment for a second and more personal reason, however. I have 
been at BGSU for 13 years and Vice Chair Allen White told me he had been here 25 years. Both of us agreed that 
we could not Identify any time In the past quarter century when the employees of BGSU were asked to take a 0% 
salary Increase for the following year. Although at least three other Institutions In the state are also 
asking their employees to take a 0% Increase, BGSU Is unique In another historic way. Because of the Board's 
approval of the health Insurance premium real location, the employees of BGSU are actually taking a cut In 
take-home pay for 1991-92. Virtually every employee will be taking home approximately 2-3$ less next year than 
they did last year. 
Given the media's predelIctlon for basking the greed of university employees. It Is especially noteworthy 
that every constituent group of BGSU employees has endorsed a plan that virtually guarantees a cut In spendable 
Income for 1991-92. Although we weren't happy about It, we did It, and In my mind that assured ourselves a 
special place In the history of BGSU. 
One final word regarding the budget Just passed by the Board of Trustees and especially the statement the 
Board and the administration Issued reaffirming their commitment toward making employees' salaries their 
highest priority when economic conditions Improve. We are gratified that the Board recognizes the excellence 
of the faculty at BGSU and agrees that the faculty should be compensated In a manner commensurate with the 
Image of excellence Board members have acknowledged both privately and publicly. However, It should be noted 
that the approved budget virtually guarantees that the average faculty salary at BGSU will retain Its ranking 
of dead last among the eight state-assisted Category I Institutions In Ohio. It should also be noted that the 
average salaries have been ranked eighth In three of the past 11 years and have been either sixth, seventh, or 
eighth In eight of the past 11 years. This consistent pattern, either directly or Indirectly, sends a message 
to faculty that despite their excellent reputations, BGSU faculty will continue to fall behind their colleagues 
at Institutions whose reputations are not as highly regarded. 
The fact that the faculty have retained their commitment to BGSU despite the continuing erosion of their 
salaries stands as a testament to their loyalty to this Institution. Admittedly It could be argued that such 
loyalty should be expected, but although It should be expected. It should never be taken for granted. 
Improving faculty salaries to make them competitive with other Category I state-assisted Institutions Is 
perhaps the biggest challenge facing the Board of Trustees and the administration. I can assure you that the 
Senate will work tirelessly with you to honor the commitment you've made to the employees of this university 
and we hope that our collective strength will yield solutions that will serve as a model for other 
Institutions. That would truly be an historic moment. 
Undergraduate Student Representative - Michael Sears 
Undergraduate Student Government will be registering new students to vote on Saturday, August 24, as they 
are moving Into the Residence halls. Also, USG staff will be going door-to-door throughout the residence halls 
In order to register student voters. Their goal Is to register 10,000 students to vote. 
Secretary of State Bob Taft will be on campus October 3. 
The Faculty Course Evaluation booklets will be published again this fall. USG Is hoping to go Into the 
classroom with Its evaluations In order to cover both courses and faculty, as well as obtain a larger sample 
size for the booklet. 
Mr. Sears and Vice President Rob Routzen were hoping to attend a student government conference In 
Washington In July until a budget deficit from the previous administration was discovered. Cost-cutting 
measures being undertaken Include removing telephones from the office, cutting down on office supplies, and 
spending less on the USG fall retreat to held September 21 at the WIntergarden Lodge In Bowling Green. 
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REPORTS - CONSTITUENT REPRESENTATIVES (Continued) 
Duane Sattler, President of College Republicans, and Sara Parrlsh, USG presidential candidate, will serve 
with Mr. Sears on President's Panel this year. 
USG will become members of the Ohio Student Association In the fall. This will provide a closer working 
relationship with Columbus on higher education Issues. 
The University of Toledo Student Government has Indicated an Interest In working closely with USG to 
benefit both organizations. 
Flrelands College Board Representative - Arnold Mllefchlk 
The Arboretum master plan has been completed. The Women's Civic Club of Sandusky donated six redwood 
benches, and State Representative Fred Deerlng obtained a donation of 20 crabapple trees from the Wade & 
Gatton nurseries. 
The College Advisory Board sponsored a college growth and development fundralslng project this past week. 
The entire faculty, staff and advisory board are encouraging and promoting higher education through 
contacts with students at the elementary through high school levels. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Chairman Newlove announced that Summer Commencement Is Saturday, August 10 and the next Board of Trustees 
meeting Is scheduled for Friday, October 18, 1991. 
ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting was adjourned at 11:25 a.m. 
President Secretary 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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